Polycom® SoundStation™ IP 7000
Integration with Polycom HDX

System Requirements
	Please refer to the SoundStation
IP7000 HDX Integration Guide
for recommended SIP and HDX
software versions

The SoundStation IP 7000 is the most advanced conference phone
ever developed. In addition to being a high-performance stand-alone
conference phone, it also integrates with the Polycom HDX series of
high-definition video conferencing systems. Integrating the two devices
together delivers the following features and benefits:
• Dial, pick up, and hang up video calls from the conference phone without
using a separate remote control
• The SoundStation IP 7000 delivers 20 feet of microphone pickup
during video calls, reducing or eliminating the need for separate video
microphones
• Add additional microphone pickup by connecting a SoundStation IP
7000 expansion microphone directly to the conference phone
• The SoundStation IP 7000 is fully compatible with the Siren22
capabilities of HDX, delivering an unmatched HD Voice experience
during video calls
• The conference phone can dial audio-only calls using the PSTN interface
available on select Polycom HDX systems
• Initiate content sharing over video via the conference phone soft keys
Together, the Polycom HDX and SoundStation IP 7000 deliver a complete,
integrated voice and video conferencing solution. One common interface
is used for both video and video calls, making communication and collaboration easier and more intuitive. Plus, the HDX system supplies both power
and connectivity to the SoundStation IP 7000 through a single cable,
eliminating additional power supplies and conference room clutter.
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In addition to its HDX integration features, the SoundStation IP 7000 is
also a stand-alone IP conference phone that interfaces with select SIPbased IP telephony platforms. The conference phone can be connected
to both Polycom HDX and a supported SIP platform simultaneously. If the
conference phone is only connected to HDX, all voice and video calls are
routed through the HDX, and the conference phone can then place audioonly calls via the PSTN interface on select HDX systems.
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